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Objectives:
The objective of this document is to provide a summary level description of the 2014 Revisions
to NACHA Operating Rules. Please refer to the 2014 NACHA Operating Rules and Guidelines
for additional detail.

Effective January 1, 2014:
Reclaimation Entries
____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment adopts several technical and drafting corrections to the rules governing the
authorization of Reclamation Entries.
Key Components:
•
•

This amendment makes the Rules related to Reclamation Entries consistent with
Reversing Entries, to the extent possible.
This amendment should have no impact on ACH Originator or Receivers.

Effective March 21, 2014:
Person-to-Person Payments via ACH
____________________________________________________________________________
This rule amends the NACHA Operating Rules to standardize the use of the ACH Network for
person-to-person (P2P) payments.
Key Components:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Defines a Person to Person payment in the Rules;
Allows a credit version of the WEB Standard Entry Class (SEC) Code to be
used for a P2P credit transaction sent from a consumer’s DDA;
Establishes standardized formatting requirements for such a WEB credit
and ensures that for WEB credits - and WEB debits if used to fund P2P
transactions - the Company Entry Description in the Company/Batch
Header Record contains a value that lets the Receiver know that the entry is
a P2P transaction;
Clarifies in the Rules how Notifications of Change (NOCs) should be
handled for P2P WEB credits and for bill payment CIEs;
Allows an Addenda Record for a WEB credit to include up to 80 characters
of payment related information in free form text.
This Rule clarifies the WEB Annual Audit to specify that this subsection applies only to
debit WEB Entries and is not a requirement for the newly approved P2P credit WEB
Entry application.
This Rule facilitates an RDFI’s compliance with statement requirements defined by
Regulation E and the NACHA Operating Rules by including a notation identifying the
specific field in a P2P credit WEB Entry that contains the consumer Originator’s name.
The location of the sender’s name for a P2P credit WEB Entry differs from that of most
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•

other Entries, appearing in the Entry Detail Record instead of the usual location in the
Company/Batch Header Record.
Additionally, this amendment updates the Table of Return Reason Codes within
Appendix Four to remove WEB from the list of SEC Codes contained within the
description of R36 (Return of Improper Credit Entry), which requires ACH Operators to
return any WEB credit Entry that is not a reversal.
IAT Modifications

____________________________________________________________________________
This rule requires identification of additional parties to an international payment
transaction.
Key Components:
•

•

•

This Rule establishes a new Gateway obligation to identify within an Inbound IAT Entry:
o The ultimate foreign beneficiary of the funds transfer when the proceeds from a
debit Inbound IAT Entry are for further credit to an ultimate foreign beneficiary
that is a party other than the Originator of the debit IAT Entry,
o or the foreign party ultimately funding a credit Inbound IAT Entry when that party
is not the Originator of the credit IAT Entry.
This Rule revises the description of the Payment Related Information Field of the IAT
Remittance Addenda Record to establish specific formatting requirements for inclusion
of the ultimate foreign beneficiary’s/payer’s name, street address, city, state/province,
postal code, and ISO Country Code.
The identification of the ultimate foreign beneficiary/payer takes priority in any case
where a “for further credit to” Inbound IAT debit or credit Entry also contains other
payment related information.

This rule requires identification of Country Names Within IAT Entries.
Key Components:
•

Clarifies that any country named within the following fields of an IAT Entry must be
identified using that country’s 2-digit alphabetic ISO Country Code, as defined by the
International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) 3166-1-alpha-2 code list.
o ISO Destination Country Code (IAT Company/Batch Header Record)
o Originator Country & Postal Code (Third IAT Addenda Record)
o Originating DFI Branch Country Code (Fourth IAT Addenda Record)
o Receiving DFI Branch Country Code (Fifth IAT Addenda Record)
o Receiver Country & Postal Code (Seventh IAT Addenda Record)
o Payment Related Information Field (IAT Addenda Record for Remittance
Information)
o Foreign Correspondent Bank Branch Country Code (IAT Addenda Record for
Foreign Correspondent Bank Information)
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Incomplete Transactions
____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment clarifies that an ARC, BOC, or POP Entry may also be considered an
Incomplete Transaction regardless of whether the account that is debited is a Consumer
Account or a Non-Consumer Account.
Key Components:
•
•

•

This Rule adds the word “consumer” to clarify that the Receiver of an Incomplete
Transaction is generally the owner of a consumer account, with one specific exception.
The Rule also adds language to state that an ARC, BOC, or POP Entry may also be
considered an Incomplete Transaction regardless of whether the account that is debited
is a Consumer Account or a Non-Consumer Account.
Additionally, this Rule clarifies that a WSUD must be accepted for any Incomplete
Transaction involving any ARC, BOC, or POP Entry.
Use of a Tilde as the Data Segment Terminator

____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment revises the field descriptions to clarify that, in addition to the backslash (\), the
tilde (~) may be used as a data segment terminator.
Key Components:
•

•

Use of the tilde as a segment terminator for ACH Entries was approved with the
Healthcare Payments via ACH rule and will become effective in September 2013.
However, the earlier ballot overlooked adding the tilde to these two IAT fields.
This change aligns the rules relating to the Data Segment Terminator for all Entries, with
minimal anticipated impact to ACH Network participants.

Effective September 19, 2014:
Prenotification Entries
____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment reduces the current Prenotification waiting period from six to three banking
days,while not modifying any RDFI requirements or obligations.
Key Components:
•

•

This amendment will allow Originators to transmit live entries following a Prenote more
quickly. This will also benefit ODFIs who originate on their own behalf (mortgages, car
loans, etc).
If the ODFI receives a Return Entry or a Notification of Change in response to the
Prenote by the opening of business on the second Banking Day following the Settlement
Date of the Prenotification (that is, a timely return or NOC), the Originator is not be
3
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•

•
•

permitted to transmit subsequent Entries to the Receiver’s account until it has remedied
the reason for the Return entry or made the correction requested by the Notification of
Change. These obligations remain unchanged from current Originator requirements for
acting on returns and NOCs in response to Prenotes.
If an untimely NOC in response to a Prenote is received by the ODFI beyond the second
banking day deadline, the Originator is required to make the correction requested in the
NOC within six banking days or prior to initiating a subsequent Entry to the Receiver’s
account, whichever is later.
ODFIs and Originators may need to revise agreements, policies or procedures to
accommodate the reduced wait time for subsequent entries following Prenotes.
This change should have no impact on RDFIs.
Proof of Authorization for Non-Consumer Entries

____________________________________________________________________________
Key Components:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Permits an RDFI to request proof of a Non-Consumer Receiver’s authorization for a
CCD, CTX, or an Inbound IAT Entry; and
requires that, upon receipt of an RDFI’s written request, the ODFI provide either (1) an
accurate record evidencing the Receiver’s authorization, or (2) the Originator’s contact
information that, at a minimum, includes (i) the Originator’s name, and (ii) Originator’s
phone number or email address for inquiries regarding authorization of Entries. The
record or information must be provided to the RDFI within ten banking days without
charge.
The Rule does not extend the return time frame for unauthorized Non-Consumer Entries,
nor does it require an ODFI to accept a late Return if proof of authorization is not
provided.
This change facilitates the investigation and resolution of disputes over unauthorized
Entries between entities with no relationship.
This rule change also does not alter any rules governing the return of unauthorized
Entries bearing consumer SEC Codes that are received to a Non-Consumer account.
This change aligns the audit requirement requiring an ODFI to provide proof of
authorization or Originator contact information for Entries to a Non-Consumer Account
when requested to do so by the RDFI.

•

Effective March 20, 2015:
Dishonored Returns and Contested Dishonored Returns Related to an
Unintended Credit to a Receiver
____________________________________________________________________________
This rule provides an Originator/ODFI with an additional mechanism to resolve, via the
automated return process, situations in which use of the reversal process has resulted in, or not
resolved, an unintended credit to the Receiver.
•

An unintended credit to the Receiver may be caused by either of the following
conditions:
4
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o
o
o

o

o

A debit Erroneous Entry and a subsequent credit Reversing Entry are both
transmitted to the Receiver’s account. The erroneous debit is returned, but the
reversing credit is posted and made available to the Receiver.
A credit Erroneous Entry and a subsequent debit Reversing Entry are both
transmitted to the Receiver’s account. The erroneous credit is posted and made
available to the Receiver, but the reversing debit is returned.
This Rule would establish the right of an ODFI to dishonor the Return of either debit
(the erroneous debit or the Reversal), using new Return Reason Code R62, provided
that the associated credit Entry (the Reversal or the erroneous credit) was not also
returned by the RDFI.
This Rule would also require any ODFI dishonoring a Return because the Reversal
process either resulted in, or failed to resolve, an unintentional credit to the Receiver
to warrant that it originated a Reversal in an effort to correct the original, erroneous
transaction.
The Rule would also establish the right of an RDFI to contest this type of dishonored
Return, using new Return Reason Code R77, if either of the following conditions
exists: 1) the RDFI returned both the Erroneous Entry and the related Reversal; or 2)
the RDFI is unable to recover the funds from the Receiver.

Notification of Change – Removal of Change Code C04 (Incorrect Individual
Name/Receiving Company Name)
____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment removes the Notification of Change Code – C04 (Incorrect Individual
Name/Receiving Company Name) from the NACHA Operating Rules.
Key Components:
•
•

In certain scenarios, use of C04 by the RDFI may create compliance and liability
challenges for the Originator, ODFI and the RDFI alike.
After March 20, 2015, the Change Code C04 will no longer be available for use.

Effective September 18, 2015:
ACH Operator Edit for Returns
____________________________________________________________________________
This amendment incorporates an additional ACH Operator edit within the listing of ACH
Operator file/batch reject edit criteria specified within Appendix Two.
Key Components:
•
•

This edit requires ACH Operators to reject any batch of Return Entries in which RDFI
returns and ACH Operator returns are commingled.
This Rule reflects current processing requirements for RDFIs and will have no impact on
any participants other than ACH Operators.
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